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Goals 
● Understand the various research  

methods

● Understand how to write a good technical 
paper

● Get you interested in research



   
● The systematic investigation into and study 

of materials and sources in order to 
establish facts and reach new conclusions

                                       
- dictionary definition

● Understand an unknown phenomenon

● Find solution to a problem

What is research?



Why research?

● Have a better understanding of the world 
around us

● To improve quality of life

● Solve some of the fundamental problems 
that mankind is facing e.g; poverty



Finding research problems



Solving research problems

Remember scientists/engineers = problem solvers

Observe carefully and
analyse the problem

Think of possible ways to solve it 
                 Is there a simple and  sustainable  

method?



Research process

1. Define the problem
2. Literature review
3. Develop hypothesis
4. Research design
5. Perform research
6. Data collection
7. Data analysis
8. Concluding the research



Define the problem

Search for a problem Read 

Discuss Write down the problem 
formally

"A prudent question is one half of wisdom"- Francis Bacon



Literature review 

Academic journals

Conference proceedings

Government reports

Books



Develop hypothesis

Problem

Hypothesis

Idea 1

Hypothesis: possible ideas to solve the problem

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6



 Research design 
● Structure of the research: the overall plan
● Steps to be taken and in which order
● The design of the research defines the study 

type: research method 



Perform research 

The various research methods are :
● Theoretical
● Experimental
● Simulation
● Qualitative



 Data collection 
The collection of information from experiments, 
surveys or other sources.

                                           
                             
  

      Primary data

Direct communication with subjects
e.g. survey technique , interview

      Secondary data

Reviewing literature and data sources 
collected for some other purpose than the 
study at hand.



Data analysis
● Inspecting, cleaning and modelling data

● Determine the relationship: patterns



Concluding the research

● Determine the main findings of your research
● Interpret the results
● Share the findings: publish results



Research process

1. Define the problem
2. Literature review
3. Develop hypothesis
4. Research design  - Research methods
5. Perform research
6. Data collection
7. Data analysis
8. Concluding the research



Research methods

Theoretical 
methods

Experimental 
methods

Simulation 
methods

Qualitative 
methods



Theoretical methods
Approach: a collection of logically related 
statements are used to develop a theory 
Deductive reasoning
● A method of arriving at a conclusion from general statements or 

propositions
● Top down approach
● Truth of the propositions logically guarantees the truth of the 

conclusion

Inductive Reasoning
● A method of arriving at a conclusion from specific statements or 

propositions 
● Bottom-up approach
● Truth of the propositions probabilistically guarantees the truth of 

the conclusion: no absolute guarantees can be given



Example 
Deduction: 

Every day, I leave for work by car at eight o’clock. 
The drive to work takes 45 minutes and I arrive to work on 
time. 
Therefore, if I leave for work at eight o’clock today, I will be on 
time. 

Induction: 

Today, I left for work at eight o’clock and I arrived on time. 
Therefore, every day that I leave the house at eight o’clock, I 
will arrive to work on time. 



Empirical methods

Approach: a collection of experimental data is 
used to develop a theory or derive a conclusion.

Steps:
● Working hypothesis
● Perform experiment and collect data
● Analyze the data
● Re-adjust the experiment if needed
● Prove or disprove hypothesis based on 

experimental data



Example: The god particles

Experiment: Large Hadron Collider, CERN

Proof: In 2012, the discovery of a new 
particle was reported which might be the 
Higgs Boson. 

Hypothesis: Peter Higgs predicted the 
presence of Higgs Bosons, that gave mass to 
matter.



Simulation methods

Steps:
● Build a simulator: a model of the actual 

system 
● The closer to reality the better the simulator
● Perform simulations and collect data
● Analyze the data
● Prove or disprove the hypothesis based on 

the data
● Generalize the results to the real system

Approach: a collection of data from a simulator is 
used to develop a theory or derive a conclusion  



Example-Automobile simulator

● Can perform 
experiments using 
the simulator

● Ex: Test the security 
features of real 
vehicles

● Helps to build a 
secure automobile



Qualitative methods

Steps:
● Data collection e.g., using interviews, surveys, 

opinion polls and case studies
● Coding: the different opinions are grouped under 

similar types of arguments
● Derive conclusions 
● Generalize results

Approach: a collection of views observations, 
surveys, case studies etc are used to develop a 
theory or derive a conclusion



Example: Case study on ganga 
river pollution

● Population of varanasi 
● Quantity of waste thrown
● Causes for pollution
● Types of wastes
● Impact on surrounding
● Cleaning efforts
● Alternate methods



Research process

1. Define the problem
2. Literature review
3. Develop hypothesis
4. Research design  - Research methods
5. Perform research
6. Data collection
7. Data analysis
8. Concluding the research

- Publish results



 Publishing process



A skeleton paper
● Title
● Abstract
● Index terms or keywords
● Introduction
● Background information
● Problem definition
● Main contribution
● Summary and conclusions
● Acknowledgements
● References



Title
Must be informative, clear, and meaningful.

Bad:

Rural Education to India   

Good:

RNet: Empowering Rural India Using Cloud 
Technology



Abstract
● Summarizes the paper, result, and uses.
● Between 100–250 words
● Concise, Clear, Attractive

"We present a cloud based educational infrastructure to impart 
education to the rural Indian population. Our system, builds on 
the opportunities provided by cloud computing in providing 
scalable services, to centrally define and manage courses, and 
impart these courses to the rural population of India. The use of 
Mobile Deployment Units (MDU), which are special purpose 
automobiles equipped with relevant hardware, ensure the 
reachability of the advanced mobile classroom to remote 
locations."



Index words 

● Used to classify your paper: e.g., a cyber 
security paper

● Increases visibility of your research: 
enable searchability

    "Cloud Computing, Mobile Deployment Units"



Introduction

● Explains the significance of the paper
● Explains the problem 
● Opening paragraph be the best paragraph
● The opening sentence should be the best 

sentence

"The computer based education has proven to be successful in 
imparting education to students, particularly school and college 
students, by enabling the development of interactive and 
multimedia educational programs."



Background information

● Discuss similar works: deficiencies/differences
● Motivation for your research: significance

● Cite the references

1. There are 50 Million servers worldwide today. By 2013 60% 
of server workload will be virtualized [1].

2. In 2008 the amount of digital information increased by 73%
[2].



Problem definition

● Formal definition of the problem
- To be specific

"Although there does exist an educational system in the rural 
areas, the present system does not provide quality education to 
the students. The syllabus is not frequently updated and thus 
the students are not aware of the current developments in their 
field of study."



Main contributions

● Explain your main contributions- solution
● Proofs of optimality/goodness 

○ graphs
○ mathematical proofs 

● Be humble: do not use superlatives.

Bad: 
This is a great method.

Good:
 We believe this method is useful for the following 
reasons.



Conclusion

● Interpretation of the results
● Pros & cons of the solution
● Suggestions for “Future Work”.

"We believe that our system can be used in 
imparting updated education to the rural areas that 
are inaccessible, and unattractive for qualified 
teachers, where basic facilities such as electricity 
and connectivity is lacking."



● Mention anyone who has helped you
● Typically mention grants and funding agency

"We would like to thank XYZ for their valuable
comments on the paper."

or
"This work was partially supported by the Indian 
Council for Scientific Research under grant 23-65347"

Acknowledgements



References

Enumerate all the documents that have been     
referred to in the paper.

 Books: author, title, publisher, ISBN, year.
 Journal: author, title, journal, volume, month, pages.
 Report: author, title, source, year



Next step?

Journal e.g., IEEE Transactions on Computers

Conference e.g., Symposium on Theory of 
Computation

Workshop e.g., Models and Algorithms on 
Planning and Scheduling

PhD student symposium e.g., Doctoral 
Symposium, International Conference on Software 
Engineering



Peer review process
Distribution of submitted papers to experts in the field

- Get feedback about the work



Read critically

● Be suspicious
● Ask appropriate questions

Some questions that you can ask yourself:

1. Are they solving the relevant problem ?  
2. Is the solution elegant ? 
3. What are the limitations of the solution ?
4. Are the assumptions reasonable?
5. Check for plagiarism: references, keyword search 



Read creatively

● Look for what the authors want to say
● Read like you are reading your own paper
● What are the good ideas in this paper?
● Do these ideas have other applications that the authors 

might not have thought of?
● Can they be generalized further?
● Are there possible improvements that might make 

important practical differences? 
● If you were going to start doing research from this paper, 

what would be the next thing you would do?



Review includes

● Summary of the paper (1-2 sentences)
● An outline of the main points of the paper
● Any limitations or extensions you see for 

the ideas in the paper
● Your opinion of the paper

● Scores e.g., technical contribution, 
relevance to the conference, originality of 
the contribution (scores are expressed e.
g., from 0-5)



Finally...

Make Friends: different countries, 
languages, culture



Research opportunities at 
Amrita

● Create @ Amrita: Center for Research in Advanced 
Technologies for Education 

● Save Project at Ammachi Labs

● AmritaWNA: Amrita center for Wireless Networks and 
Application

● ACCS: Amrita Center for Cyber Security



“An expert is one who knows more and more 
about less and less until he knows 
absolutely everything about nothing.”
― Nicholas Murray Butler

“Do research. Feed your talent. Research 
not only wins the war on cliche, it's the key to 
victory over fear and it's cousin, depression.”
― Robert McKee



Thank You!

Comments or questions?


